


ground assets still belonged to the council, as landlord.

The various council’s football club leases mention the stand as the landlord’s asset.

West Berks Council lists the land and permanent buildings on its asset register.

There has never been any mention of the stand belonging to our NCFG partners Newbury FC
in previous correspondence since NCFG formed in late 2015.

Cllr Anthony Pick (chair) at the recent Newbury Town Council planning meeting on 10
September stated that WBC owns the stand.

WBC’s Asset of Community Value lists the stand as an integral part of the protected ground,
also covered by cultural facility and green infrastructure policies.

WBC’s response to NCFG’s stage 2 complaint in late August stated that there were no plans to
demolish any part of the facility.

The above statement was made round about the same time as HTFC’s notification to
demolish.



The prior notification in early September by HTFC to demolish suddenly changed on 29
September to no longer needing planning involvement which WBC was fully aware of.

WBC no longer receives rent from NFC and it would appear that WBC is about to sell a
protected asset.

Questions

Given the above statements, please can you present proof to NCFG of:

1. who owns the stand and why/how it may have changed hands?

2. who has the authority to allow it to be dismantled and why?

3. who is selling or releasing the stand and for how much?

4. who has been in contact with HTFC, NFC or their representatives regarding the demolition?

5. the council’s intent to replace the stand, should it be removed.

We have around 2000 local supporters through our online and paper petitions, around a 100 of
whom attended our recent public consultation, who support NCFG’s efforts to enhance the
ground for future use. They are all voting, West Berks constituents and would be keen to know
what the ground’s landlord/building owner has to say, as would the Football Association,
Sport England and HTFC (who regrettably find themselves in the centre of this controversy).



To conclude, we believe that the stand cannot be touched until these questions have been
answered with proper evidence by WBC so, as their main spokesperson on this matter, thank
you in anticipation of your timely, full reply.

Yours sincerely,

NCFG Deputy Chair
www.ncfg.uk
xxxxxxxxxxx@xxxx.xx




